
PROGRESSIVE PRESIDENTS

The political climate was ripe for reform, and the stage was set for the era of the Progressive Presidents, beginning with
Republican Theodore Roosevelt.

He immediately appointed a special investigating committee to look into food handling practices in Chicago.
Their report confirmed much of what Sinclair had written. Taft called a special session of Congress to address
what many people felt were excessive tariffs. The split in the Republican Party made the Democrats optimistic
about regaining the White House for the first time since  As his popularity soared, he became more and more
of a threat. The Progressive presidents served to strengthen the office of the president and the public began to
expect more from the executive branch. The traditional method of putting the burden on maintaining roads on
local landowners was increasingly inadequate. Activists were mobilized by the highly effective Anti-Saloon
League. They experienced their own progressive reforms, typically with the explicit goal of upgrading country
life. He asked Congress to create legislation that would finally address trusts and tame the rampant
monopolies. Two important groups were formed during this period. Throughout the Progressive Era, it
remained one of the prominent causes associated with Progressivism at the local, state and national level,
though support across the full breadth of Progressives was mixed. Trust-busting forced industrialists and
monopolistic corporations to consider public opinion when making business decisions. Wilson was a trim
figure with clean-cut features and pince-nez glasses clipped to the bridge of his nose, giving him an academic
look. The league also concentrated on campaigns for the right of individual communities to choose whether to
close their saloons. Enrollment in public secondary school went from , to , Most important, the traditionalists
did not want to become modern, and did not want their children inculcated with alien modern values through
comprehensive schools that were remote from local control. Study Notes, LLC. The drys worked energetically
to secure two-third majority of both houses of Congress and the support of three quarters of the states needed
for an amendment to the federal constitution. This legislation allowed the federal government to sell public
lands in the arid, desert western states and devote the proceeds to irrigation projects. Advocates of home
economics argued that homemaking, as a profession, required education and training for the development of
an efficient and systematic domestic practice. Ballinger opened up thousands of acres of public lands in
Wyoming, Montana, and Alaska for private use, and this angered many Progressives. Farmers and workers
relied heavily on their eldest children, their first born, to work and help the family's income. Rather than
condemn all drinking, the group focused attention on the saloon which was considered the ultimate symbol of
public vice.


